Behavioral characterization of mdx3cv mice deficient in C-terminal dystrophins.
Cognitive deficits are frequently associated with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). They might be due to a deficiency in the brain isoforms of the 427 kDa full-length dystrophin, and/or to altered expression of other C-terminal dystrophin-gene products (Dp71, Dp140) also found in brain. Mdx mice, which only lack full-length dystrophin in both muscle and brain, were previously shown to have moderate learning and memory deficits. In the present study, we investigated behavioral responses in mdx3cv mutants, which have altered expression of all the dystrophin-gene products. Contrary to the original mdx mice, mdx3cv mice showed enhanced anxiety-related behaviors and reduced locomotion as compared to control mice. Although those perturbations might be related to the lack in C-terminal dystrophins, they do not seem sufficient to induce strong learning deficits in this mutant. Indeed, we showed that mdx3cv mice may display similar or weaker deficits during the learning of a bar-pressing task, as compared to mdx mice. The relevance of the mdx3cv mutant as a model to study the cognitive deficits associated with DMD is discussed.